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View from the Center

About the Cover

The construction of the 
Mactan-Cebu International 
Airport (MCIA) Terminal 2, the 
first PPP airport project of the 
Philippines is now in full blast 
at 63.15% complete as of June 
17, 2017. When finished, the 
MCIA T2 can accommodate 
8 million passengers per 
year. The operations and 
maintenance of the MCIA 
has been turned over to 
GMR-Megawide Cebu Airport 
Corporation (GMCAC) to 
provide world-class services 
catering to both domestic 
and international flights. 
Construction of other game-
changing PPP projects is also 
in full blast.

Whether a project should be pursued through government funding, 
Official Development Assistance (ODA), Public-Private Partnership 
(PPP), or hybrid is a matter of finding the solution that best meets 
the government’s objective given a set of constraints, and the risks 
presented by each option.

If the objective is to build quickly, then the choice would weigh 
heavily on public funds. However, if the capability of a government 
agency to imp lement the project is constrained, then PPP or ODA 
would be the next best options. PPPs bring in the private sector’s 
expertise while ODAs harness a particular donor’s capabilities.

Another constraint could be the government’s ability to raise funds 
through taxes or borrowings. If this constraint exists, then PPP could 
be a better option. But this has to be weighed against the government 
further taking on contingent liabilities.

The current hybrid model refers to construction of infrastructure 
using public funds or cheaper financing (local borrowings and ODA) 
and the subsequent operations and maintenance using PPP.

__________________________

__________________________
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If the objective is to deliver public service of the 
required quality and lowest cost, then either the 
hybrid model or integrated PPP (build-operate-
maintain) would be better options. The hybrid 
model works if the infrastructure is built and 
equipped to enable the delivery of the services 
expected from the O&M provider. Bidding a 
project on the basis of lowest construction cost, 
without consideration for O&M, will not naturally 
result in such an infrastructure. With airports for 
example, if passenger  congestion in queues 
in check-in counters or security checks are to 
be avoided, the number and arrangement of 
service counters have to be designed and built 
accordingly. Poor airport service could result in 
the O&M provider being replaced.

Thus, the active management of this conflict 
between builder and O&M provider in a hybrid 
model has to be planned, as soon as a decision to 
go hybrid is made. Conflict management, if done 
post construction, could potentially entangle the 

government, the builder and the O&M provider 
in costly finger-pointing should problems in the 
infrastructure or in service delivery later arise. 
This is in fact already happening in some hybrid 
projects.

Compared with the integrated build-operate-
maintain PPP model, the private partner manages 
this kind of conflict and assumes responsibility for 
the performance from construction all the way to 
operation and maintenance. The government only 
has to deal with one party.These are important 
considerations when choosing between hybrid 
and integrated PPP.

In summary, there is no default best option and 
the choice has to be evaluated on a case by case 
basis. The PPP Center had requested NEDA to 
have an inter-agency group establish the said 
evaluation methodology. This inter-agency group 
has been formed and the work is ongoing.

Public   funds, 
ODA, PPP, 
Hybrid  - 

which    one?

____________________________________________________________
View   from   the   Center
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Banner Story

construction   of
ph   ppp   projects  
in   full   blast

The Philippine PPP Program has indeed come a 
long way. Since its start in 2010, the PPP Center has 
continuously absorbed invaluable lessons and best 
practices that greatly enhanced the legal and regulatory 
framework of PPPs, streamlined the PPP process, and 
improved the capacity of implementing and oversight 
agencies to develop well-structured and commercially 
viable projects.

Due to the hard work and strong collaboration between 
the government, private sector partners, development 
partners, and other stakeholders, the government has 
now awarded a total of 15 projects, four (4) of which 

have been completed are now benefitting the 
public: the Muntinlupa-Cavite Expressway, the 
NAIA Expressway-Phase II, the BEEP Card, and 
the school buildings constructed under Phase 
I of the PPP for School Infrastructure Project 
(PSIP). In the next few years, we also expect 
to reap the benefits of the rest of the awarded 
projects. 

The new Mactan-Cebu International Airport 
(MCIA) Passenger Terminal Building project 
which was awarded to GMR-Megawide 

Cebu Airport Corporation (GMCAC) is 63.15% complete 
as of June 30. Full completion of Terminal 2 (T2), T2 
apron, and Terminal 1 rehabilitation is expected to 
meet its deadline by the 2nd quarter of 2019. The 
private partner has also implemented various physical 
improvements in the existing terminal since it took 
over the operations and maintenance in 2014. Some 
enhancements include upgraded departure and arrival 
areas, a new taxi bay, domestic x-ray machine and central 
security zone, installation of self-service check-in kiosks, 
and refurbished washrooms. Check-in time has also 
improved from 10.5 minutes to 6.85 minutes and going 
through airport security from pre-check-in stage has 
improved to 3.9 minutes from 9 minutes.

Completion of the new passenger terminal building will 
more than double the design capacity of MCIA, from 4.5 
million to 11.6 million passengers per annum. It will also 
increase the number of airlines operating in the airport, 
opening up the Visayas region to more domestic and 
international destinations.

In recognition of the continuing improvements in the 
airport, the MCIA project garnered various citations as 
one of the best transport PPP deals in Asia from various 
international organizations such as IJGlobal, Project 

Finance International, and Routes Asia.

The construction of the Southwest ITS Project, 
which began in October 2016 is 14.70% 
completed as of June 3, 2017. The project 
involves the establishment of a world-class 

intermodal terminal in Paranaque City along 
the Manila-Cavite Expressway, which will 
include passenger terminal buildings, arrival 
and departure bays, public information 
systems, ticketing and baggage handling 
facilities, and park-ride facilities, among 

others. This project was awarded to 
MWM Terminals.

News  Story
Banner Story:

On-going construction of the Civil 
Registry System service facility. 
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Banner Story

Once completed, the project will provide seamless 
transfer between different transport modes, 
increasing passenger convenience while significantly 
decongesting traffic in the Metro Manila area.

On May 4 this year, the private partner for LRT Line 
1 Cavite Extension, Operations and Maintenance 
project, Light Rail Manila Corporation (LRMC), broke 
ground for the Cavite extension. The project will 
provide rapid and reliable access to the rapidly 
growing province of Cavite via the construction of an 
estimated 11.7-km railway extending the current LRT 
Line 1 from Baclaran to Bacoor.

LRMC inaugurated the newly upgraded Doroteo 
Jose Station on February 6, and has also recently 
completed a PhP1 billion program to restore 25 
light rail vehicles (LRVs) of the LRT 1 train system. 
This rehabilitation program will translate into more 
comfortable commuting experience and increase the 
number of weekday trips from the current 512 to 554.

The construction of the Bulacan Bulk Water Supply 
Project (BBWSP) officially started on April 25, 
2017, after breaking ground last year. The BBWSP 
will provide access to safe and reliable treated 
bulk water to the various water districts (WDs) of 
Bulacan, covering over 500,000 households in 569 
barangays. The project, which is 12% complete as of 
June 30, 2017, was awarded to Luzon Clean Water 
Development Corporation (LCWDC).

The service facility of the Civil Registry System – IT 
Project (Phase II), which commenced construction 
in January 2017 is 14.46% complete as of June 2017, 
ahead of its implementation schedule. The project’s IT 
system has ongoing full scale activities for system and 
application development. With the target completion 
date of September 2018, the project is expected to 
provide fast and efficient delivery of civil registration 
services through the computerization of the Philippine 
Statistics Authority’s operations. The project was 
awarded to Unisys Public Sector Services Corporation 
(Unisys).

The PSIP Phase II involves the design, financing, and 
construction of 4,370 classrooms, including provision 
of furniture, fixtures, and toilets in 1,895 public 
schools in six regions in Luzon and Mindanao. As of 
June 2017, the project is 70.16% complete, with 3,064 
classrooms already completed.

Two other projects are also currently under 
construction: the MRT Line 7 Project, a 23-km elevated 
railway line connecting San Jose del Monte Bulacan 
to MRT 3 North Avenue in Quezon City, and the Metro 
Manila Skyway (MMS) Stage 3, a six-lane elevated toll 
road connecting South Luzon Expressway (SLEx) at 
Alabang to Balintawak in Quezon City.

On-going construction of the Mactan-Cebu International Airport Passenger Terminal Building project as of June 2017.
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One of the main goals of Public-Private 
Partnerships (PPP) is the delivery of public service 
through an infrastructure project that is highly 
beneficial to the people. In the Philippines, the 
Bulacan Bulk Water Supply Project (BBWSP), a 
PPP project now undergoing construction is set 
to distribute water supply to one of the provinces 
in Central Luzon.

The BBWSP is a PhP24.4 billion PPP project of 
the Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewerage 
System (MWSS). The MWSS tapped the Project 
Development and Monitoring Facility (PDMF), a 
revolving fund administered by the PPP Center, 
for the procurement of transaction advisors who 
were tasked to develop and prepare feasibility 
studies and tender documents for PPP projects, 
and provide assistance in the bidding process. 
The Center also provided technical advisory, 
project facilitation services, and capacity 
building support to MWSS in ensuring that this 
PPP project is developed and implemented 
effectively.

On June 20, 2014, the government bid it out to 
look for a private partner that will finance the 
PPP project, prepare its detailed design, and 
build, operate and maintain the conveyance and 
water treatment facilities while developing a new 
water source under a 30-year build-operate-
and-transfer (BOT) contractual arrangement. The 
bid submission was held on October 30, 2015 
where three out of the five pre-qualified bidders 
submitted their offers, namely: Team Polaris- 

Manila Water, San Miguel Corporation (SMC) 
– Korea Water Resources Corporation (K-Water) 
Consortium, and Prime Alloy Water Consortium. 

After careful evaluation of the bid proposals, 
MWSS issued the Notice of Award (NOA) to Luzon 
Clean Water Development Corporation (LCWDC), 
a consortium of SMC and K-Water on December 
7, 2015. The concession agreement was signed on 
January 15, 2016. 

This first water PPP project is expected to 
supply treated bulk water to the various water 
districts (WDs) of Bulacan to help meet the 
increasing demand of its consumers, expand 
its current service area coverage, and increase 
the households served.  This project will benefit 
around 541,000 households (covering 569 
barangays) who will have access to safe and 
reliable water supply. 

The government and the private partner broke 
ground on April 15, 2016 and the project reached 
financial close on December 12, 2016. MWSS 
issued the notice to commence construction 
on April 25, 2017. As of June 30, the project 
is 12% completed. Currently, the PPP Center 
is monitoring and providing assistance in the 
implementation of the project.

The project was one of the finalists in the Global 
Water Awards for Water Deal of the Year 2016, an 
annual recognition organized by the UK-based 
business magazine Global Water Intelligence. 

Bulacan   Bulk   Water   Supply   Project
__________________________________________________________ 

providing   clean   water   to   the   community   through   ppp

Feature
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PPP   Center,
  Philippine   Stock 

Exchange   sign   
MOA   on   Guidelines 

for   PPP   Listings

News  in Brief

The Public-Private Partnership Center together with 
the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE) recently signed 
a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to reinforce its 
collaboration for information sharing to implement the 
processing of listing applications. The MOA outlines the 
framework for cooperation and coordination between 
the PPP Center and the PSE in implementing the listing 
rules for PPP companies, where the equities market is 
considered as an alternative source of funding in the 
development of PPP projects.

PPP Listing Guidelines

Dubbed as the Supplemental Listing and Disclosure Rules 
Applicable to a PPP Company, this new PSE product was 
launched on the trading floor with PPP Center led by its 
Executive Director Ferdinand A. Pecson, who rang the bell, 
signaling the opening of the PPP securities to investors. 

With the supplemental listing and disclosure rules in place, 
a PPP company may apply for listing under the guidelines 
if it is a corporation with a PPP contract awarded or a 
Special Purpose Company (SPC) incorporated by the 
corporation or consortium holding a PPP contract. These 
companies are exempted from the minimum 3-year track 
record and operating history required by the PSE to list in 
its main board. The awarded PPP contracts should have 
at least a project cost worth PhP5 billion. The company 
can only apply for listing when it has completed its 
construction works or a phase in the project. The life of 
the listed company is considered co-terminus with the 
project concession period, but with a minimum contract 
of 15 years. 

Anticipating the financing demand for PPPs

PPP Center chief Pecson explained that as the PPP 
program continues to roll out infrastructure projects of 
increasing scale and complexity, it is anticipated that the 
local banking sector will be entirely unable to absorb or 
support the demand for funding of PPP projects. In 2015, 
the PPP Center together with the PSE and the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) embarked on several 
initiatives that assessed the Philippine capital market for 
PPPs.

“Accessing the capital markets through the listing of 
equities and issuance of bonds are some of the financing 
options currently being explored to address this funding 
issue,” Executive Director Pecson said.

“We expect a large number of infrastructure projects 
will be rolled out in the next few years. We actually see 
local banks spreading their lending services more widely 
among PPP parties/players. There is also an increased 
likelihood of conglomerates tapping into foreign banks 
and the capital market to fund large-scale PPP projects,” 
he added. 

For his part, PSE Chairman Jose T. Pardo conveyed his 
confidence in the new listing product for PPPs.

“As you know, other territories have had this fund raising 
mechanism for some time. While we are only catching 
up, the timing is also ideal given government’s stance on 
PPP projects, as it committed to accelerate infrastructure 
spending. And with several PPP projects in the pipeline, 
we hope to see PPP companies tap the stock market for 
their capital raising exercise,” the PSE chair said. 

news Story

NEWS    

News
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Joint Venture of Accounting and Audit 
Reform Consultants Ltd. (Ireland) , Project 
Management Int’l Limited (Ireland), WYG 
International Limited (Unitend Kingdom), 
CFP Strategic Transaction Advisors, Inc. 
(Philippines), and Puno and Puno Law Offices 
(Philippines)

BDO LLP (United Kingdom) in association 
with Alba Romeo & Co. (Philippines), IMC 
Worldwide Limited (United Kingdom), and 
Clyde & Co LLP (United Kingdom)

Joint Venture of Berwin Leighton Paisner 
LLP (United Kingdom), Tusk Advisory Pte Ltd. 
(Singapore), and Angara Abello Concepcion 
Regala & Cruz (Philippines)

Castalia Limited in association with Gulapa 
Law Office (Philippines)

CPCS Transcom Limited in association with 
Herbert Smith Freehills LLP (United Kingdom) 
and Cruz Marcelo & Tenefrancia (Philippines)

CRISIL Risk & Infrastructure Solutions Limited 
in association with SyCip Salazar Hernandez & 
Gatmaitan (Philippines), and Cyril Amarchand 
Mangaldas (India)

Joint Venture of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu 
India LLP, ASA Law Firm (India), and Mabanta, 
Buenaventura, Sayoc & De Los Angeles 
(Philippines)

Joint Venture of Ernst & Young Solutions LLP, 
SyCip Gorres Velayo and Co. (Philippines), 
Ernst & Young Australia Infrastructure Advisory 
(Australia), Ernst & Young LLP (India), Ashurst 
LLP (Singapore), Pacific Rim Innovation and 
Management Exponents, Inc. (Philippines), 
and Gatmaytan Yap Patacsil Gutierrez & 
Protacio (Philippines)

Joint Venture of Feedback Infra Private 
Limited and Baniqued Layug & Bello 
(Philippines)

Joint Venture of International Technical 
Assistance Consultants, SL (Spain) and FTI 
Consulting Philippines, Inc. (Philippines) in 
association with Bold Native Advisors Inc. 
(Philippines), Dentons (Hong Kong), Sycip 
Salazar Hernandez & Gatmaitan (Philippines), 
Arfima Financial Services (Spain), and MAIO 
Legal S.L.P. (Spain)

Joint Venture of Isla Lipana & Co., 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Pvt. Limited,  and 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Advisory Services 
Pte. Ltd. in association with Hogan Lovells 
International LLP, Gatmaytan Yap Patacsil 
Gutierrez & Protacio, and Cabrera & Company

Jones Day in association with ARC 
Developments Asia Limited

Jones Lang LaSalle (Philippines), Inc. in 
association with Jones Lang LaSalle Property 
Consultants (India) Pvt. Ltd., and Villaraza & 
Angangco

KPMG Service Pte. Ltd. in association with R. 
G. Manabat & Co. (Sub-consultant), KPMG 
Advisory Services Private Limited, KPMG 
Advisory (Hong Kong) Limited, Asteraki 
Infrastructure, Pinsent Masons, and Feria 
Tantoco Daos

McKinsey & Co., (Phils.) in association with 
Puno & Puno Law Offices, Norton Rose 
Fulbright Services Pte. Limited, and Milbank, 
Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP

Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP

RebelGroup International BV in association 
with DLA Piper Australia (Sub-consultant)

IOS Partners, Inc. in association with Planet 
Partnerships LLC (USA), Cardno Emerging 
Markets (Australia) Pty Ltd., and Esquivias, Lim 
& Co., CPAs (Philippines)

Roland Berger Strategy Consultants Pte. Ltd. 
in association with Squire Sanders (Singapore) 
LLP

WSP Canada Group Limited

W.S. Atkins International Limited in 
association with Mizuho Bank Ltd (Sub-
consultant), Allen & Overy LLP (Sub-
consultant), Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & 
McCloy LLP (Sub-consultant), Abad Alcantara 
Acero Law (Sub-consultant), and Romulo, 
Mabanta, Buenaventura, Sayoc & Delos 
Angeles (Sub-consultant)

the   new   project   development  &  monitoring  facility   Panel   of   Consulting   Firms
The PPP Center successfully reconstituted project preparation & transaction advisory panel

which is consisted of 22 firms.

News  Story
News
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LRT 1 Cavite Extension and Civil Registry System Service Facility 
groundbreaking & inauguration of New Doroteo Jose Station

Two PPP projects mark the start of construction with groundbreaking 
activities. The LRT Line 1 Cavite Extension Project held its groundbreaking 
rites on May 4, 2017. According to Light Rail Manila Corp., the project will 

be completed by 2020 and will cut down travel time from Bacoor to Manila 
from two hours to 20 minutes.  A newly improved LRT 1 Doroteo Jose 

Station was also inaugurated. Meanwhile, the Civil Registry System (CRS) 
project had its groundbreaking ceremony on February 27, 2017 for the 

building that will house the IT system. The Philippine Statistics Authority 
partnered with Unisys Public Sector Services Corp. The new system will 
make the delivery of civil registry services available nationwide through 

Foreign Investment Framework Launch

The British Embassy Manila, PPP Center, 
and PricewaterhouseCoopers launched 
the Foreign Investment Framework at 
the Philippine International Convention 
Center (PICC) on April 21, 2017. 

News  Story
News in Brief
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PPP orientation for PEZA, SSS, DPWH, and Tagum City

The PPP Center continues to capacitate the various implementing agencies 
through workshops and trainings.  The training on PPPs includes an introduction 

on the PPP concept and its processes as stipulated within RA 7718 which is the 
legal framework for PPP projects.  

ADB Indonesia KSS, CDIA and JICA activities with the PPP Center

News  Story
News in Brief

Various activities were also organized in collaboration with development partners 
such as the Asian Development Bank (ADB), Cities Development Initiative for Asia 
(CDIA) and Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA).
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Mongolia Study Visit 

The local government officials from 
Ulaanbataar City, Mongolia  visited the 

PPP Center as part of their International 
Knowledge-Sharing Event on Green 

Cities Development. The delegates also 
visited the project sites of the PPP for 

Schools Infrastructure Project (PSIP) 
and Bulacan Bulk Water Supply Project. 

Infrastructure Congress and Expo Philippines (ICEP)

PPP Center Executive Director Ferdinand A. Pecson presented the PPP program 
during Plenary 4 of ICEP’s Funding Projects: Turning them into Reality. Executive 
Director Pecson tackled the topic “PPP and the Financial System: Strengthening 
the PPP program” in line with the current administration’s Build, Build, Build 
mandate.  Along with this event, the Knowledge Management Division set up a 
booth and consultation services to further promote the PPP program and the 
Center to the public.

News  Story
News in Brief
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